


INTRODUCTION
The objective of this whitepaper is to provide a The objective of this whitepaper is to provide a The objective of this whitepaper is to provide a 
deeper overview of the DreamHaus NFT project, our deeper overview of the DreamHaus NFT project, our deeper overview of the DreamHaus NFT project, our 
plans, our vision for NFT holders, Haus owners, plans, our vision for NFT holders, Haus owners, plans, our vision for NFT holders, Haus owners, 
Metaverse incorporation, and passive income.Metaverse incorporation, and passive income.Metaverse incorporation, and passive income.

We are not a copycat to any existing web3 games, We are not a copycat to any existing web3 games, We are not a copycat to any existing web3 games, We are not a copycat to any existing web3 games, 
galleries or any NFT project seen to date. We are the galleries or any NFT project seen to date. We are the galleries or any NFT project seen to date. We are the galleries or any NFT project seen to date. We are the 
first of our kind to be building in the manner that we first of our kind to be building in the manner that we first of our kind to be building in the manner that we first of our kind to be building in the manner that we 
are on Solana or in the Metaverse. We strive to become are on Solana or in the Metaverse. We strive to become are on Solana or in the Metaverse. We strive to become are on Solana or in the Metaverse. We strive to become 
a premier builder of interactive 3D spaces on Web3. a premier builder of interactive 3D spaces on Web3. a premier builder of interactive 3D spaces on Web3. a premier builder of interactive 3D spaces on Web3. 
The Time is Now. Dream with Us.The Time is Now. Dream with Us.The Time is Now. Dream with Us.The Time is Now. Dream with Us.



OUR ‘WHY’
The DreamHaus founders ultimately want to provide happiness and passive income to the The DreamHaus founders ultimately want to provide happiness and passive income to the 

owners of their NFTs and 3D homes. Leveraging years of real-life home design owners of their NFTs and 3D homes. Leveraging years of real-life home design 
experience and a deep foundation in the technologies used for these purposes, we will experience and a deep foundation in the technologies used for these purposes, we will 
provide a level of customization to 3D spaces like never before seen. DreamHaus has provide a level of customization to 3D spaces like never before seen. DreamHaus has 
decided to demonstrate our capabilities first by designing a series 3D interactive 

artwork in the form of homes that will go far beyond the boundaries of reality. Our 
first house, or ‘Haus’ as we call them, will be named ‘The Haus of Time.’

Our belief is that the quality and uniqueness of The Haus of Time and future 1/1 Our belief is that the quality and uniqueness of The Haus of Time and future 1/1 
releases will attract very high-profile buyers. We plan to auction these 1/1 homes releases will attract very high-profile buyers. We plan to auction these 1/1 homes 

and directly share a significant portion of the auction proceeds with our NFT holders and directly share a significant portion of the auction proceeds with our NFT holders 
as well as charitable organizations.

We, at DreamHaus, are firm believers in giving back. We will donate a percentage of We, at DreamHaus, are firm believers in giving back. We will donate a percentage of 
proceeds from our initial NFT mint, secondary NFT royalties, and auctions to one or proceeds from our initial NFT mint, secondary NFT royalties, and auctions to one or 

more charitable organizations.

The Haus of Time (HoT) will be the first of a limited series of homes released in our The Haus of Time (HoT) will be the first of a limited series of homes released in our 
first metaverse community. The final number of homes and communities to be developed first metaverse community. The final number of homes and communities to be developed 

will be determined as we learn more about our customer base, interests and the will be determined as we learn more about our customer base, interests and the 
profitability of our business model.profitability of our business model.



ROADMAP
Our project roadmap is broken into 7 phases:
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ROADMAP
Continued

01. PROJECT LAUNCH - This involves team formation, set up of discord, website, social 
media accounts and any other digital assets needed to start the project. The work is never 
truly done, but we consider ourselves ‘Launched’. We hope to reach at least 5000 human 
followers on Discord and Twitter before we consider ourselves ready for mint and phase 2.

02. gateway nft - Our initial NFT collection will consist of 2222 unique door-themed NFTs. 
They are called ‘Gateways’ because they are the holder's entry into our metaverse, our 
DAO, and our Dream. These doors will vary in size, shape, style, color, background, and, 
in rarer cases, effects and animations. Rarity will play a role in holder benefits. This 
collection will be minted on Solana and will be listed on one or more secondary 
marketplaces immediately following mint. Verified holder access in our Discord server will 
also be provided following the mint.

03. HAUS OF TIME TOURS - Following our mint, access will be provided for Gateways NFT 
holders to virtually tour the Haus of Time and the metaverse it is built in. We consider 
our NFT holders to be part of a global marketing effort that will spread the word about 
this amazing piece of 3D artwork. We will also launch the DreamHaus DAO during this phase 
to gather direction on our charitable contributions, future homes and project as a whole.

04. HAUS OF TIME AUCTION - The culmination of our vision, our hard work and the commitment 
of our DAO will come to its apex with the auction of the Haus of Time. At this point, our 
entire army, or Gateways holders, will be united in the common goal of finding the single 
highest bidder for our first masterpiece. Once the auction is complete, we will celebrate, 
hand the keys of The Haus of Time over to its proper owner, and distribute proceeds.



ROADMAP
Continued

05. DREAMHAUS DAO CLUBHOUSE - To celebrate the success of our first auction, the 
DreamHaus team wants to give back to loyal holders by giving them a space of their own to 
gather, interact, and dream. We will be building a ClubHaus specifically for the DAO that 
will essentially become a metaverse extension of our discord. Specific features and 
improvements will be decided on by the DAO.

06. ADDITIONAL DREAMHAUS BUILDS, TOURS, AND AUCTIONS - Once we have a better 
understanding of our market, we will plan the ongoing build, tour, auction schedule for 
additional one-of-a-kind virtual homes. Gateways DAO members will participate in this 
planning and will of course share in the rewards of successful auctions.

07. BUYER CONFIGURED HOMES & COMMUNITIES - Our long-term vision is to provide everyone 
with the ability to design and build their own home in the metaverse. We will release a 
series of NFT collections and web3 communities services that make this dream a reality.



GATEWAYS NFT
Minting a Gateway opens the door to many holder benefits.

OWNERSHIP OF A UNIQUE PIECE OF ARTWORK - NFTs have come a long way from just being 
.jpegs, but don’t forget that what you are minting, first and foremost, is a piece of 
unique art created by our talented team of designers.

MEMBERSHIP IN THE DREAMHAUS DAO - As a Gateway holder you represent DreamHaus to the 
rest of the world. You are a part of a global team with the common vision of creating 
passive income, spreading happiness, and giving those the opportunity to someone to have a 
home in the metaverse or in real life that might not otherwise be able to do so.

SHARE OF PROCEEDS FROM 1/1 DREAMHAUS AUCTIONS - A percentage of proceeds from 
DreamHaus auctions will be airdropped to holders of Gateways NFTs. The method, timing and 
percentage is not yet determined, but we are hoping to provide a return on investment in 
12 months or less, meaning we want holders to recoup their mint cost 100% in the first 
year of being a holder, regardless of what the floor price of their NFT is. When we expand 
our team and pace of delivery, Gateways NFT holder benefits could be far greater.

ACCESS TO METAVERSE COMMON AREAS - A Gateways NFT is literally your door to our 
metaverse. Common areas for Gateways holders will be provided and improved as the project 
and community grows.

vip/whitelist in future dreamhaus collection mints - As DreamHaus grows and 
iterates, we will never forget who were the original believers in our vision. Gateways NFT 
holders will receive VIP status for any and all future collection mints and auctions.



THE HAUS OF TIME
The Haus of Time is where our dream started. We, as a team, have looked closely as what has 
been provided to the web3 marketplace in terms of 3D spaces, and are confident that we can 
deliver a unique, mind-blowing virtual experience to the owner of our 1/1 Dream homes. Each 
home will have an ‘open house’ period where it can be explored by all Gateways NFT holders. 
Once Auctioned, access will be handed over to the owner of the Haus of Time NFT.

Features of the Haus of Time and future 1/1 DreamHaus auctions will include:

WEB ENABLED ACCESS -  Haus owners will be able to access their Haus via a secure web portal 
that validates that they are the owner of the Haus based on the token in their wallet.

MULTI-PLAYER ACCESS -  Haus owners will be able to host authorized guests in their own 
metaverse space.

nft gallery/display capability -  Areas of the Haus will be able to display NFTs that are 
in the wallet of the Haus owner.

Ability to mint ‘Invitation NFTs’ and list on secondary marketplace -  The Haus 
owner’s secure webpage will enable them to ‘mint’ temporary invite tokens that can be given 
to friends or even sold on a secondary marketplace.

SOCIAL/STREAMING INTEGRATION -  Haus owners & guests will be able to share their virtual 
experience via popular social media channels.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT -  The HoT and future DreamHaus releases will include integrated customer 
support features.




